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custom ordered for an individual patient. customary fee
$300. estimated 5-12 weeks with the springs interacting
with the primary appliances (braces). expected treatment
time reduction of 6 months or more.
V E C TO R I I I ®, with its Bio\Analytic™ mechanics,
accomplishes five universal orthodontic objectives better
than any other bio-mechanical device, IE;
1. Moves teeth faster.

2. Moves teeth with less discomfort.
3. Moves teeth with less potential root damage.
4. Controls the ROOTS & CROWNS while moving teeth differentially in
3 planes in space simultaneously, providing enhanced retention
stability.
5. Defers the decision and significantly reduces the need for
permanent tooth extraction in the most common indication,
severely malposed teeth. The decision to extract teeth or not,
can be deferred 5-12 weeks with the VECTOR III® SPRING SYSTEM
as a custom option. Unlike conventional orthodontic treatment
VECTOR III® controls the ROOTS AND THE CROWNS. The concern
of “round-tripping” the teeth (forward & back again) with the net
result of the roots being forward farther than before treatment is no
longer a concern with VECTOR III®.
By deferring the decision to extract permanent teeth for 5-12 weeks,
the evaluation of the facial profile, tooth alignment and arch form,
can be made by the patient, parents and doctor without a chance
for error or compromise.
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3. place 8 1/2” x 11” white paper over the models and make
a copy.
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2. place study models teeth down on copy machine (next to
order form). it is not necessary to have trimmed models.

4. fax or mail order to vector iii®.

the usual time to receive your custom patient packet is one
week, however it will sometimes take longer due to mail
delays.
if you have any questions please feel free to call us at
262-763-5023 or fax us at 262-763-5737
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